This paper describes the newest revisions of "CuVid", Columbia University's video search engine, a system that enables semantic multimodal search over video broadcast news collections that first evaluated in the NIST TRECVID2005 benchmark and later expanded to include a large number (374) of visual concept detectors. In this work we start with concept classifiers trained with LSCOM (Large Scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia) and propose a new real-time system that interacts with large sets of video data. Extending prior work that identifies dominant concepts from a set of query results, we hope to further remove the requirement of full lexicon knowledge prior to use and introduce instant revision of concept influence as the user explores their result space.
INTRODUCTION
The Columbia video search system provides a platform for users to semantically search and browse broadcast news video corpora through a simple interface which can be accessed with any modern web browser. The use of a mid-level semantic (or concept) space [3] has produced several lexicons and label sets for large sets of data, which can then be used to develop classification models to aid in the indexing process. The task of multimedia search has largely been relegated to automatic query-dependent weightings of index components. While less work has explored new methods that leverage advances while searching large video collections. This system builds on many key components such as textual and lexical expansion of queries, near-duplicate identification, and concept-based search with a large set of pre-trained detectors [3] . Concept-based approaches have been shown to be very powerful for generating and filtering results in video search systems [1] UI query lexical and visual concept-based suggestions multi-modal search dynamic concept reweighting
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SYSTEM COMPONENTS
At the core of the Columbia system is a very large lexicon of 374 concept detectors [3] , which provide a semantic description of each subshot in the collection. Users of the system can thus interact with the detectors in a few important ways.
Concept-based Query Formulation
Users of the system are assisted in query formulation with a number of multi-modal concept-based query expansion techniques: lexical mapping, synonym-based mapping, and visual expansion by statistically dominant concepts. An advanced user might construct a query with a combination of any number of detector results, such as using the "building" and "protest" detectors to find scenes with both buildings and protests present. A novice user might struggle when dealing with such a large collection of concepts and have the system automatically map this textual input to a combination of concepts. We also experiment with the addition of concept filters to exclude or require certain concepts as discussed in [2] .
Dynamic Re-weighting
The system allows users to dynamically configure query concepts. Dynamic query configuration explores a new ability for users to quickly update the main query and results displayed to the user, which also benefits from a background-caching operation of image results. Result caching provides low-latency interaction within the set of results and allows the user to quickly explore a large set of results in a very small amount of time.
CONCLUSIONS
The newest revision of the CuVid search framework is largely focused on a fast, dynamic exploration of a result set. Leveraging a large set of semantic concept classifiers and prior work on statistical filtering, this system allows users to quickly explore a large data set in an engaging and exciting manner.
